
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

New Offer: MilfFinder 

https://www.trafficpartner.com/


 
 

Autumn is about to get a whole lot cozier in the mature 

embrace of (s)experience.   
   

We are excited to announce the launch of our newest offer -

MilfFinder, available now in 39 GEOs. 
 

 
 

 
 

The goal for the upcoming season for the TrafficPartner 
team is to scale up traffic in German speaking 
countries with our mainstream, casual and adult 

brands, like, iDates, 
Fremdgehen69, CasualDating, SpontaneFlirts, 

SexPartnerCommunity and many more. 
 

Do you have German speaking traffic?  If yes, reach out 
to your AM’s - Celia, Daniel, Ilze or Simona to give them 

Got Traffic in German speaking 

countries? 

Get in touch with your AM now! 
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a heads up in regard to what you need from us in order 
to send more traffic for these GEO’s.   

  
Our TrafficPartner team has worked hard in the past 

couple of months to improve our product for our top 
brands, fine-tune landing pages to get better CVRs and 

epcs for you to earn more money with us!  
   

Let’s make this Fall drop it's money leaves and profit 
together!  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Autumn’s reminder about the 

different TP deal types  

I have German speaking traffic! 
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At TrafficPartner, we care about offering you the best 

payouts to make more money together! Here is a reminder of 

the different deal types we can offer:  

   

-        Revshare is for the long-term thinkers. Invest now your 

money and keep the profits coming for years to come...   

   

-        DOI deals. With the right traffic type, the DOI deals 

will show more stable and long-term profitability.  

   

-       And let’s not forget about SOI deals that are our steady 

companion for very long time with stable and secure harvest 

throughout the whole year!  

  

We are also offering exclusive white labels for the DACH 

market – let’s make this the best quarter of the year with the 

hottest deals!  

 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Are you looking for a new offer to increase your EPC’s? 
Well, don’t wait too long, our COMMUNITY OFFERS are 
waiting for YOUR traffic with hot CPL payouts, a variety 
of landing pages to choose from to reach your best CVR 

and many other possibilities to MAKE MONEY 
together!   

  
Our Community offers are well-known adult social 

networks for German, Austrian and Swiss users, brands 
that have been on the market for more than 10 years! 

Monetize your DACH traffic with 

Community Offers 

Contact your AM to know more 
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Newly signed up users are getting 25 extra free coins to 
get warmed up with the hot and lusty product, which has 
proven to facilitate better user engagement, improved 

CVR and EPCs!!!  
  

Don’t wait too long to monetize your DACH traffic and 
get your community campaigns setup and ready to go 

NOW! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Did somebody say MILF? In Europe it may be kind of 
grey and cold outside... All the more reason to cosy up 
to an experienced lady inside who can make all your 

naughty fantasys come true!   
  

TrafficPartner has the best brands for this niche in all the 
colder countries like Norway, Sweened, Finland, 

Denmaek and many more! Even the people in Iceland 

can hide from us 😊  

  
Reach out to your AM, that they can set up brands like 
NaughtyBook, Milf-area, MilfDates, HotMilfs and others 
in this niche that have high converting landing pages 

with best epcs. Interested to try it out? 

Our best MILF offers 

Contact your AM to know more 
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I want MILFs! 
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